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Please complete and return the following questionnaire for our reference file on May Show artists.
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We would appreciate having a statement about your philosophy and work as an artist-either general or
something specific about the piece(s) selected for this year's May Show to aid us in the preparation of
gallery talks and in the release of publicity materials. For more space, use the back of this sheet.
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"A.:l AilTIST' S STArn.IENT"

I am a figurative and figural painter who believes in the primacy

of drawing. Perhaps this is a consequence of my attending an art school often

praised for teaching good draftsmanship for many years. I also do a fair amount

of printmaking often coloring them "Iri t.h the brush. Bel ieving in painting's

narrative potential I attempt to suggest didactic conclusions to, hopefully,

acusing selective images. Disliking the term 'realism' my work is more 'romantic'

with a quirky rubato flow in a spacial manipulation which owes much to the

baroque and mannerism. Essentially an entity, of the 'real', existing in a

composed reading for the entertainment and cultural enrichment of the viewer.

Abstraction and 'new image' pa.inting is far too cryptic and far-out metaphysical

for my '�Vill 1'logers' common sense or my des ire for a I��oza.rtian flexible

subtlty in a rigid disciplined format�and process.

I began painting ,'alIa prima' in a palette of fifty colors. This resul ted

in pa.intings lrhich were unnaturally cold and intense in color similar to the

effect much photography has. I decided on more strict process orientation along

t�.le lines of the great renaissance masters. The wo rk is now executed on a fine

belgian 1 inen traditionally prepared wi t.h rabbit sIdn glue and tlu'ee layers of

lea.d ground or 'imprimatura'. I develope a cartoon, which is transfered, and

paint two layers of a 'grisaille' underpainting which is then covered by t'\ro

or more layers of my full palette which is now seldom more than twelve organic

colors. I do not understand how this process oriented method can be so neglected

in a. century that is almost neurotically process minded. I guess that patience

and care are no longer considered to be aesthetic virtues.

I seriously considered pursuing a career as a classical musician yet got

serious at too late a date to be considered prodigious at it by the time I was

ready to go to college. This is partially the reason for my interest in using

instrumental or vocal repertoire as a starting point for some of my images.

I am particularily dr-awn to the 1york of Gusta.v Mahler who typically uses vast

traditional means to achieve a lengthy contemporary narrative with decidedly

didactic metaphysical ends.
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We would appreciate having a statement about your philosophy and work as an artist-either general or
something specific about the piece(s) selected for this year's May Show to aid us in the preparation of

gallery talks and in the release of publicity materials. For more space, use the back of this sheet.
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Please complete and return the following questionnaire for our reference file on Cleveland Artists.
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We would appreciate any information regarding subsequent awards, purchases, exhibitions and scholarships.
Thar.k you for your cooperation.
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